Zhiyun CraneM2 Handheld
Stabilizer Black
To make every one a true filmmaker of their daily lives,
ZHIYUN brings a new handheld stabilizer designed for
multiple devices for users of all levels. Featuring a more
easy-to-use quick setup system and smart lock design,
as well as six creative operation modes, CRANE-M2
easily goes wherever you go and offers endless
possibilities to your everyday creation.
One, Is More than Enough CRANE-M2, with
unprecedented all-in-one design, offers great
compatibility to multiple devices, such as compact
cameras, light mirrorless cameras, smartphones, and
action cameras. * Dedicated accessories are needed for
mounting phone and action cameras * Compatibility list
seen attached Small Body. Bigger Vision With a sleek
body and compact size, CRANE-M2 offers great
comfort to your hand and unrivalled control over your
camera. CRANE-M2 easily goes wherever you go, so
you will never miss capturing that perfect moment
again.
All in a Glance The intuitive OLED
display will show the gimbal mode, Bluetooth &
connection status, battery level and various gimbal
parameters.
Vlogging Non-Stop CRANE-M2
boasts an impressive runtime of up to 7 hours to keep
you powered throughout your adventures. Besides
charging your phone, CRANE-M2 can also be charged
with a power bank. Seamless Camera Control Adopting
a WiFi-and-Bluetooth control module, CRANE-M2
allows you to control your camera wirelessly through the
gimbal handle. Once paired via ZY Play, your camera
and the gimbal will automatically pair again when turned
on. ZY PLAY for More Advanced Functions ZY PLAY
opens up a new world of filmmaking for you. Besides

remote control on camera and gimbal, advanced
functions including timelapse, panorama and slow
motion can be realized easily on ZY PLAY. Visit
Lightollector to watch gimbal tutorials and meet new
friends! *Images are for illustrative purposes only.

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Zhiyun
Crane-M2
Camera Stabilizers

Dimensions

Weight (kg)
Product Height
(cm)
Product Width
(cm)
Product Depth
(cm)

0.5
26.7cm
6.9cm
13.8cm
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